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Productivity Inc. is a leading consulting and education firm that helps organizations build
new capabilities, create better customer experiences and grow. We focus on three
progressive strategies: Operational Excellence, Innovation and Leadership Development.
Working together, these strategies provide the means to continually refresh a company’s
value proposition while making the organizational changes needed for daily improvement
and sustainable growth.
We pioneered the implementation of Lean and TPM methodologies in manufacturing
in the late 1970s. Since then, we have extended these methodologies across a wide range
of industries, including finance, public works and other service industries. Our time-tested
Lean Management System - motion™ The Management System by Productivity - provides a
uniquely comprehensive approach to implementing lean across an entire enterprise.
Our Innovation System, developed from years of research into proven, leading-edge
practices for innovation management and top-line growth, helps organizations in both
service and manufacturing industries to develop an organization-wide capability to innovate.
More than simply a lean consulting firm, Productivity Inc. can provide a variety of methodologies
to keep your business in motion™

motion™ – The Management System by Productivity
Imagine…
–Y
 our customers are your best supporters,
–e
 mployees at all levels know their customers and actively solve problems
to better serve them,
– l eaders team-up to prepare their long-term plans and translate them
into annual objectives and work place initiatives,
– l eaders and managers work closely together to set direction and provide
sense of purpose,
–c
 ontinuous improvement and innovation in action,
–a
 n organization of networked teams fully integrated and enabled…
What you are imagining is an organization in motion™, and we can help you get there!

The Innovation System™ by Productivity
In a rapidly changing environment, current value propositions are not enough to ensure
your organization’s long-term survival. You’ll need reliable pathways for creating new value. In
our experience we’ve found that the traditional value creation functions are not structured for
this type of innovation effort.
This effort – the development of an organization-wide capability to reliably, repeatably
and predictably create new value – requires the building of an Innovation System to provide
the means to explore outside the confines of your existing business model.
Productivity has developed a systemic process for creating an organization-wide
Innovation capability — developing your own Innovation System™.
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On-Site Skill Development for Manufacturing
and Service Industries
Actionable, Proven, Results-Oriented…
All our on-site programs are taught using a Learn-by-Doing approach that translates
theory into action providing your organization with an immediate return.
We can work with you to collaboratively build a training curricula that fits your specific
needs, allowing you to achieve short-term results while developing long-term
organizational capabilities.
We have provided customized programs to organizations throughout the Global 1000 including:
adidas AG, BNP Paribas, The Emerson Electric Company, Kaiser Aluminum Company, Gannett
NJ Media Group, Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope, Suncor Energy, and Whirlpool Corporation.
We would welcome the opportunity to collaboratively develop a curriculum that fits your
specific training needs

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT EXPERIENCE
Training and coaching for leaders and managers to plan, deploy, lead, and support a
sustainable, company-wide, improvement and growth program.
LEAN IN SERVICES
Developed for all service environments, learn how the application of Lean techniques
improves customer service and develops strategic competitive advantage.
TPM AND LEAN
Learn the TPM Pillars and Lean techniques necessary to implement a TPM and Operational
Excellence program in your facility.

We Educate – We Certify
In the change process, everyone needs to understand how they can contribute.
This understanding begins with education.
Get everyone speaking (and practicing) the same “language”! That’s what our educational
programs are designed to do. In the 1980’s, we were the first organization to introduce
Lean educational workshops and learn-by-doing kaizen events. Over the years, we have
continuously upgraded and improved our training curricula.
Productivity has partnered with The Ohio State University’s Fisher College of Business to
offer Lean Certifications and Certificates.

LEAN MANAGER CERTIFICATION (LMAC) - COLUMBUS, OH
Designed for leaders and managers seeking the knowledge and confidence necessary
to drive Lean principles throughout their organizations.

LEAN MANAGEMENT CERTIFICATION FOR SERVICES (LMAC SERVICE) - COLUMBUS, OH
Designed for leaders and managers seeking the knowledge and confidence necessary
to drive Lean principles throughout their organizations.

Productivity Inc. 375 Bridgeport Avenue, 3rd Floor, Shelton, CT 06484

1-800-966-5423 or (203) 225-0451
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ON-SITE TRAINING PROGRAMS
In the mid-eighties, we pioneered training in problem-solving, changeover/SMED
and 5S/Visuals. We developed the first standard work, cell design and TPM training
in the kaizen format and were the first to develop Lean and Total Productive
Maintenance (TPM) certificate and certification programs. Today we offer a strong
suite of training designed to educate employees at all levels of your organization.

Featured On-Site programs:

3P: BEYOND
THE KAIZEN
EVENT
LEARN HOW TO APPLY LEAN THINKING TO
PRODUCT AND PROCESS DESIGN IMPROVEMENTS

3P: Beyond the Kaizen Event
Are you seeing diminishing returns from your kaizen events? In contract with kaizen’s
incremental improvements, 3P (Production Preparation Process) is a disciplined,
structured, systemic methodology that will challenge you to achieve stepchange improvements.
3P brings together cross-functional teams to conceptualize, develop, validate, and
deploy radical improvement in product and/or process design.

©
™

Applicable in both manufacturing and administrative environments, the outcome
is the development of new methods, products, and processes to meet new business
case concepts and target costs.
We can help you develop an internal 3P capability in your organization.

DAILY
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM

BUILDING LEAN LEADER CAPABILITY

Daily Management System
Sustained transformation is an outcome of developing credible, effective leaders
who can drive quick results through managing step-by-step change, even in
legacy organizations.
Daily Management processes focus on building leadership capabilities at multiple levels,
driving autonomy through teaching, coaching, establishing standard work disciplines,
while ensuring daily actions eliminate top losses every single day.
We can help you create a robust daily management system for your organization…from
establishing leader standard work routines to setting up a visual management system.

©
™

Our proven on-site training will provide you the knowledge and
skill necessary to build internal improvement capabilities. Let us assist you
in developing a curriculum that fits your specific training needs.
Become a Game Changer...contact us to speak with an
experienced consultant and get started. And download our Leadership
and 3P white papers at www.productivityinc.com.

Productivity Inc.

375 Bridgeport Avenue, 3rd Floor, Shelton, CT 06484

1-800-966-5423 or (203) 225-0451
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LEAN MANAGER CERTIFICATION
The Lean Manager Certification Program (LMAC) is a fully accredited program designed for middle
and top-level executives who want to drive lean principles throughout their organizations.
LMAC is an intensive and interactive program that teaches a carefully sequenced arrangement of
lean concepts and techniques. Simulations, group exercises, problem-solving discussion sessions
and shop floor application exercises transform theory into reality and education into implementation.
With an instructional design similar to a Six-Sigma Black Belt Certification Program, the Lean Manager
Certification Program will transform your career and the future prospects of your company.Participants
are certified by Productivity Inc. and the Fisher College of Business at The Ohio State University as a
Certified Lean Manager (CLM) and will earn 16 Continuing Education Units (CEUs).

SPRING 2022
Week 1: March 7-11
Week 2: April 4-8
Week 3: May 2-6
Week 4: June 6-9

“It has been the greatest course I have ever taken and I can’t tell you how much I have learned. I
knew a lot of the lean tools, but was not sure how or when to properly use them. I now also have so
many new tools that I did not know about before this course. All the instructors have been great also!
Productivity Inc. is loaded with talented people who are great teachers. I feel so much more valuable
to my company. I will let them know that this is money well spent, and recommend we send more
employees.”
—Bob W., Crew Supervisor, ATI Metals

FALL 2022
Week 1: September 12-16
Week 2: October 10-14
Week 3: November 7-11
Week 4: December 5-8

Graduates of the Lean Manager Certification are able to:
• Lead an organizational Lean implementation
• Perform value stream assessments and baselining
• Act as principal change agent
• Coach project leaders, area managers, and supervisors in specific tools and methods
• Plan and lead a site-specific operations improvement initiative
• Mentor project and natural work teams
• Coach and mentor suppliers’ change agents in addressing critical quality and delivery problems
PROGRAM CURRICULUM
WEEK 3

WEEK 4

Pilot

Deploy

Integrate

MONDAY
8AM-5PM

• Introduction
• DNA of Strategic Thinking

• Homework Reports
• Visual Workplace

• Homework Reports
• Kanban
• Pull Production

• Homework Reports
• Lean Logistics
• Lean Supply Chain

TUESDAY
8AM-5PM

• Strategy Deployment
• Project Management
CEDAC

WEDNESDAY
8AM-5PM

• Value Stream
Management

THURSDAY
8AM-5PM

• Six Sigma
(DMAIC, SIPOC)

FRIDAY
8AM-12PM

• Project Charter
• Week in Review
• Quiz & Homework

• Quick Changeover
• Mistake Proofing
• TPM Overview

• Plant Application

• Project Roundtable
• Week in Review
• Quiz & Homework

• Standard Work and Flow

• Plant Application

• 3P (Production
Preparation Process)
• Green in the Workplace

IN-PLANT IMPLEMENTATION

WEEK 2

Plan

IN-PLANT IMPLEMENTATION

WEEK 1

IN-PLANT IMPLEMENTATION

Participants must
attend all four weeks;
held on the campus
of The Ohio State
University, Columbus,
Ohio.

• Lean Finance
• Lean Leadership
• Final Project Prep.
• Final Project Reports
• Program Review
• Exam Preparation
• Certification Exam
• Graduation Dinner

• Lean Measurables
• Week in Review
• Quiz & Homework

To register or for additional information visit www.productivityinc.com

Productivity Inc.

375 Bridgeport Avenue, 3rd Floor, Shelton, CT 06484

1-800-966-5423 or (203) 225-0451
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LEAN MANAGEMENT CERTIFICATION
FOR ADMINISTRATION & SERVICE INDUSTRIES

A fully-accredited certification designed specifically for administrative and service industry professionals
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The Lean Management Certification for Services (LMAC-Service) shows how to achieve sustainable
improvement in organizational performance and capability in all service environments

SPRING 2022
Week 1: March 28-April 1
Week 2: April 25-29
Week 3: May 23-26
Participants must
attend all three
weeks; held on the
campus of The Ohio
State University,
Columbus, Ohio.

Co-developed by Productivity Inc. and The Ohio State University for senior and middle managers, the Lean
Management Certification for Services (LMAC-Service) is a highly competitive, interactive program that
teaches a carefully structured series of Lean concepts and techniques as applied specifically in services.
Our combination of classroom discussion, group exercises, simulations, case studies, videos and hands-on
application lets you transform theory into reality and educational lessons into practical experiences.
LMAC-Service develops Lean transformation managers, not simply project managers. Over three nonconsecutive weeks, participants experience a series of learning modules focused on defining current state,
deploying lean methods, and developing a culture of improvement. Between training weeks, participants
apply Lean principles in processes at their own organizations and present their progress and results to the
class during subsequent training weeks.

Gain the know-how, confidence, and problem-solving skills you need to drive waste from your
processes and boost enterprise-wide performance.
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES Participants who complete this program are able to:
• Perform as principal change agent
• Lead organization-wide improvement tied to strategic goals
• Assess the current state, establish baselines, and determine remedial actions
• Guide, mentor, and coach project managers, department managers, and team leaders in the use
of specific improvement tools and methods
Designed for senior and middle managers looking to drive waste from their processes to boost
enterprise-wide performance and improve customer service.
“This certification program has been an extraordinary professional and human experience. New to this approach,
I had the opportunity to put my knowledge into practice as I progressed in my learning. The support of the
training team allowed me to avoid the mistakes of a beginner. This training emphasizes the strategy of culture
change and the key techniques necessary to the lean transformation process. I highly recommend it.”

Viviane M., Geneva University Hospital
To register or for additional information visit www.productivityinc.com
Productivity Inc.

375 Bridgeport Avenue, 3rd Floor, Shelton, CT 06484

1-800-966-5423 or (203) 225-0451
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TPM MANAGER CERTIFICATION PROGRAM
Because your Lean Manager can’t do it alone!

6040
%

• SET-UP ADJUSTMENTS
• SCRAP/REWORK
• MINOR STOPPAGES
• BREAKDOWNS

%

• SET-UP ADJUSTMENTS
• SCRAP/REWORK
• MINOR STOPPAGES
• BREAKDOWNS

RUNNING
TIME/OEE

Week 1: September 19-23
Week 2: October 17-21
Week 3: November 14-18
Week 4: December 12-15
Participants must
attend all four weeks;
held on the campus
of The Ohio State
University, Columbus,
Ohio.

RUNNING
TIME/OEE

WORLD-CLASS

TYPICAL CURRENT STATE

FALL 2022

85

15%

%

When moving from 40% OEE to 85% OEE you can double your capacity with no capital investment.
And that’s just one benefit of successful implementation of TPM, other gains include…
technical benefits such as…
• productivity improvement of more than 35%
• increased equipment effectiveness from
50-70% to 80-90%
• unplanned downtime (breakdown & minor
stoppages, etc.) reduced by about 80%
• reduced quality defects by up to 50%
• scrap reductions of approximately 65%

social benefits such as…
• motivated workers committed to improvement
• goal oriented efficient teams
• pro-active, solution oriented thinking and acting
• safe and stable operating environment

Equipment and process reliability are too important to your business success not to have
a TPM effort and a well-trained TPM Manager to guide the implementation.
The Total Productive Maintenance Manager Certification Program was designed to develop internal
TPM resources capable of leading your TPM effort. From establishing an operator-based maintenance
effort to proper planning and scheduling to good stores management practices, this program provides a
deep dive into the pillars of TPM, supporting techniques and the leadership routines that ensure the effort
continually progresses and remains on track. Program graduates earn 16 CEUs.
PROGRAM CURRICULUM

Plan

WEEK 2

Implement

WEEK 3

Implement

MONDAY
8AM-5PM

• Context and Strategy—
TPM as an Enabler

TUESDAY
8AM-5PM

• The Zero Failure Principle
and the Pillars of TPM

WEDNESDAY
8AM-5PM

• The Master Plan

THURSDAY
8AM-5PM

• Value Stream Analysis
• Focused improvement

• Plant Application

• Plant Application

FRIDAY
8AM-12PM

• Project Chartering and
Project Management
• Quiz & Homework

• Set-Up Reduction
(The SMED System)
• Week in Review
• Quiz & Homework

• Training and Skills
Development
• Week in Review
• Quiz & Homework

• Homework Reports
• Maintenance Improvement

• 5S/Visual Workplace
and Mistake Proofing
• Autonomous Maintenance

• Standard Work for TPM
• Six Sigma and TPM
(DMAIC, SIPOC, CEDAC)

IN-PLANT IMPLEMENTATION

IN-PLANT IMPLEMENTATION

• Homework Reports
• TPM Leadership

WEEK 4

• Maintenance Improvement
Continued

• Maintenance Improvement
Continued

IN-PLANT IMPLEMENTATION

WEEK 1

Lead

• TPM Manager—Facilitator
and Coaching Skills
• Final Project Reports
• Quality Maint. Round Table
• Environmental Health and
Safety and Going Green
• Office TPM & Support Systems
• Early Equipment Management
• TPM Audit & Accountability

• Certification Exam
• Graduation Dinner

Instructor´s knowledge of subtext created an unbelievable learning event. The information received
and knowledge gained will be an asset to not only myself but to my team, and when shared—to the business.

Steven R., Operations Manager, Mars Petcare
Visit our website for full curriculum, module descriptions and to download the
brochure. The TPM Manager Certification Program is co-sponsored by Productivity Inc.
and the Fisher College of Business at The Ohio State University.

Productivity Inc.

375 Bridgeport Avenue, 3rd Floor, Shelton, CT 06484

1-800-966-5423 or (203) 225-0451
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LEADING LEAN
The Four Cornerstones of Transformation

A Consultant-Led Virtual Event
Keeping an Enterprise in Motion Requires Engaged Leaders.
Forward-thinking leaders have the resolve to foster Lean Thinking in mindsets, processes, customer
relationships, project management—to keep their enterprises in motion.

Watch our
website for
2022 dates.

This four-day event is designed to step you through the 4 cornerstones of transformation that
these Lean leaders have in place to ensure their companies do well.
1. The program kicks off by looking at the fundamental Leadership concepts embedded
in a sustainable Lean/Agile transformation and how this new systemic way of working
generates a path to success through people engagement that drives quick results, even in
legacy organizations.
2. Next, we’ll examine alignment and deployment, the key to creating a shared vision
and the linking of organizational goals to daily work.
3. Then, we look at how Lean Leaders form new collaborative ways of working, develop
Lean/Agile means to manage processes, and how-to build a culture of empowerment and
trust that allows both the organization and its people to grow.
4. Finally, we dive into problem-solving and learn what it takes to build an employee
community of problem-solvers.
Through a combination of lectures, case studies and a sharing of real-time transformation experiences,
learn how to integrate these practices into your leadership routine and discover the benefits to the
organization, its people, and yourself.

THE WEEK AT A GLANCE
LEADERSHIP

ALIGNMENT

DAILY MANAGEMENT

PROBLEM-SOLVING

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

10:30am-5:30pm

10:30am-5:30pm

10:30am-5:30pm

10:30am-3:30pm

Integrating
Lean into
Leadership

Hoshin Kanri
(Policy
Deployment)

Daily
Management
System

Develop the
Problem-Solving
Mindset

Internalize the
Why, How, and
What, enabling
a culture of
continuous
improvement.

Get a laser focus
on implementing
the “the vital
few” initiatives
that will drive
change.

Ensure sustainment
through operational
governance,
standard work
routines, visual
management, and
accountability.

Develop a culture
of problem
solvers and
embed PDCA in
everything you
do.

Visit our website to read a full description of the workshops, to download the brochure and to register.

Productivity Inc.

375 Bridgeport Avenue, 3rd Floor, Shelton, CT 06484

1-800-966-5423 or (203) 225-0451
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SERVICE PROCESS IMPROVEMENT
The foundational lean techniques managers need to know to
eliminate back-logs, failure demand (rework) and other inefficiencies while
improving customer service and employee satisfaction!
Co-developed by Productivity Inc and The Ohio State University’s Fisher College of Business.
Held on the campus of The Ohio State University, Columbus, OH.

5 Intensive Days
2022

September 26-30

9 Foundational Approaches 1 Powerful Program

In today’s hyper competitive environment success can hinge on your ability to meet and exceed your
customer’s needs. Eliminating waste from your administrative processes will greatly reduce the cost of
meeting that need.
The Lean for Service Process Improvement program is a 5-day, fully accredited course designed for
managers interested in starting the Lean journey. Taught through classroom presentation, group
discussions, service-focused case studies and simulation exercises, you will learn:
• the cornerstones of a lean system and how it supports a customer-focused strategy.
• techniques to make processes visible so associates can identify process abnormalities and make improvements.
• the concept of Failure Demand—the non-value-added work generated when you didn’t get it right the first
time—and how it uncovers the enormous potential for improvement that exists in your organization.
• how to define, outline and scope improvement projects and the key performance indicators (KPIs) and
performance management techniques that will keep the improvement effort on track and moving forward.
• the importance of developing your associates’ problem-solving capabilities and the A3 problem-solving
method that fosters communication and guides progress.

PROGRAM CURRICULUM
MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

8am-5pm

8am-5pm

8am-5pm

8am-5pm

8am-12pm

Workplace & System
Organization: 5Ss,
Visual Standards and
Standardized Work
for Process Stability

Performance
Management – KPIs,
creating dashboards

Lean and the
Customer Experience
Value Stream
Mapping
for Value Stream
Management

High Level Process
Mapping: SIPOC
Value Demand and
Failure Demand
Learning To See Waste

Visual Flow
Management

Taking it Back
Home:
Outlining Your
Implementation
Roadmap

Team-Based Problem
Solving and A3

Upon completion of this 5-day program, you will be awarded the Service Process Improvement Certificate
and earn 4 Continuing Education Units (CEUs), accredited through The Ohio State University.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND
Vice Presidents, Directors, Managers, Change Agents, and Department Heads in service functions such as:
• Sales & Marketing
• Operations

• Human Resources
• MIS/IT

• Customer Service
• Logistics and Distribution

• R&D
• Finance

And anyone charged with improving departmental or organizational effectiveness
in a Service Industry organization or the support service functions inside any organization.
Visit our website to learn more about Service Process Improvement
and to register. www.productivityinc.com

Productivity Inc.

375 Bridgeport Avenue, 3rd Floor, Shelton, CT 06484

1-800-966-5423 or (203) 225-0451
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LEAN TOOL AWARENESS CERTIFICATE
Raise your Lean IQ
Educate your associates in the fundamental techniques of Lean and
expand your continuous improvement capacity.
Productivity Inc. and The Ohio State University’s Fisher College of Business join together to offer
the Lean Tool Awareness Certificate Program (LTAC), a 5-day fully-accredited program, taught by
experienced lean practitioners, and held on the OSU campus in Columbus, Ohio.

SPRING 2022

June 13-17

FALL 2022

November 28 –
December 2

The program is designed for those seeking a solid understanding of lean techniques and
for anyone responsible for, or participating in, continuous improvement projects.
Participants will understand how to:
• Use 5S and Visual Management to add value, not just for housekeeping.
• Link Strategic Objectives to workplace improvement initiatives.
• Create, analyze and use a Value Stream Map to plan lean activities.
• Set and adhere to Workplace Standards as a baseline for improvement.
• Implement core lean techniques to reduce process time, control/eliminate mistakes,
improve equipment & process reliability.
Upon completion of the program, participants will be awarded the
Lean Tool Awareness Certificate by Productivity Inc. and the Fisher College
of Business. Graduates of the LTAC Program earn 4 CEUs.

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
Participants who complete this program will…
• Learn a systemic approach to lean implementation.
• Gain an understanding of key concepts of lean
and how to apply them.

• Discover the importance of creating standards.
• Differentiate yourself in a market filled with
skilled professionals.

PROGRAM CURRICULUM
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

8am-5pm

8am-5pm

8am-5pm

8am-5pm

8am-12pm

Total Productive
Maintenance

Team-Based
Problem Solving

Visual Workplace

Strategic Planning &
Policy Deployment

Value Stream
Management

Standard Work

Achieving Quick
Changeover
Mistake-Proofing

WHAT PAST ATTENDEES ARE SAYING…
“I have attended several Productivity workshops and most recently the one on Lean Tools at Ohio
State. The event we are winding up [at our plant] has realized a 70% reduction in changeover time in
the pack-out area of our plant (73 minutes to 22 minutes). I utilized what I was taught in the course and
have produced great results. Would like to say thank you to Productivity for great courses!”
Martin T., Production/Maintenance Trainer, Advance Pierre Foods, Portland, ME

Increase your CI capacity by developing the Lean IQ of your associates. Visit our
website to learn more about the LTAC program and to register: www.productivityinc.com.
The Lean Tool Awareness Certificate Program and LTAC are registered trademarks of Productivity Inc.

Productivity Inc.

375 Bridgeport Avenue, 3rd Floor, Shelton, CT 06484

1-800-966-5423 or (203) 225-0451
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MANAGER OF MAINTENANCE IMPROVEMENT CERTIFICATE
80 %

80 %

where are you today?

20 %

Breakdowns
Planned Maint enance

20 %

Improving your equipment and process reliability begins by improving the skills of your people.

SPRING 2022

April 25-29

FALL 2022

October 24-28

Having the right tool to tackle a job is half the battle…the other half lies in understanding how and when
to use it. The Manager of Maintenance Improvement was designed to provide you with the what, how and
when for 9 techniques essential for improving equipment and process reliability.
Held on the campus of The Ohio State University, the program is taught using a combination of classroom
lecture and case study. Using examples from your environment to illustrate methods being covered, you
will gain understanding of what it takes to migrate from reactive to proactive maintenance, identify the gaps
existing in your current program, and learn techniques to address/close them. Covering both the technical
and social elements, this session is a key primer for developing world class maintenance capabilities.
Upon completion, you’ll be awarded the Manager of Maintenance Certificate by Productivity Inc. and the
Fisher College of Business at The Ohio State University. Graduates also earn 4 CEUs.
Join us for this intensive learning experience and get started on your journey to world class reliability.

PROGRAM CURRICULUM
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

8am-5pm

8am-5pm

8am-5pm

8am-5pm

8am-12pm

Establishing a Zero
Failure Culture

Autonomous
Maintenance

Focused
Improvement

Maintenance Planning
& Scheduling

Setting Standards &
Leading the Effort

Establishing Key
Maintenance Metrics
and Measures

The Waste Proof
PM Process

Machine Failure
Analysis

Managing
the Storeroom &
Spare Parts

Leadership
Roundtable

ATTENDEES WILL LEARN...
• Why improving the maintenance process is
critical to plant improvement.

• Metrics and measurements that drive
maintenance performance.

• Key tools for improving your maintenance
operation.

• How to eliminate waste from every portion of
the maintenance function.

• The role Standardized Work has within the maintenance function.

WHAT PAST GRADUATES HAVE SAID…..
“I selected this program over others because of the focus
on continuous improvement and was not disappointed.”

“Extremely knowledgeable instructor,
engaging with well thought-out examples.”

Jim Cochran, Project Management
Director, American Sugar Refining, Inc.

Steve Winters, Facilities and Maintenance
Manager, Northrop Grumman

“Very good course. I gained knowledge that was needed to
turn my organization into a world-class organization”
Robert McKenney, Maintenance Supervisor, Zircoa Inc.

To register or for additional information visit www.productivityinc.com
Productivity Inc.

375 Bridgeport Avenue, 3rd Floor, Shelton, CT 06484

1-800-966-5423 or (203) 225-0451
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A MAINTENANCE MIRACLE
An Autonomous Maintenance Kaizen Event

Why do you need TPM? Because...
...TPM improves operations and delivers stability, predictability,
flexibility and agility!

Watch our website
for 2022 dates.

Autonomous Maintenance (AM) is the foundation of TPM and the focus of the Maintenance Miracle
event. AM is not really a miracle, but a proven process that partners operators, maintenance technicians,
engineers, and leaders in the operation and maintenance of equipment. The outcome: improved
equipment/process reliability, safety, and business profitability.
In this 3½ day event, participants will gain an understanding of the seven steps of Autonomous
Maintenance and the fundamental techniques of 5S and Visual Controls and develop the skills to stabilize
equipment performance and stop deterioration by learning to:
• Construct, Perform, and Adhere to cleaning, inspection and lubrication (CIL) standards
• Create one-point lessons (OPL)
• Basic information OPL which ensures adherence to standard work
• Improvement Bulletin OPL which documents and allows horizontal expansion
of new best practices as they are discovered
• Identify equipment abnormalities
• Identify and create equipment improvements/contamination controls
Working in teams alongside associates from the host facility, participants will apply the methods learned
to equipment in the workplace which reinforces the learning that has taken place during the classroom
sessions through actual application. At the conclusion of the event, you will understand the techniques
and have the skills to begin an auto-nomous maintenance effort in your facility. Participants will receive a
Certificate of Completion at the end of the week.

“In the 40 years of maintenance this was the one to attend. Excellent
job by the instructor. The host plant was great.”
John A., Maintenance Team Manager, Sun Products Corp.

Customer Testimonial….
As we continue to struggle in manufacturing to be competitive against challengers from all over the globe
it is critical for us as leaders to get every bit of value out of our equipment, our process, and our people.
I have been to six Maintenance Miracles. We have brought with us members of our team that we have
identified as key to our implementation of our TPM program. This group of folks range from operators,
maintenance support members, senior and mid-level managers, and engineers. With this kind of diversity
of people it is critical that the program address each and every one of their needs in supporting and
understanding TPM. I believe your program does this. The combination of half the time in the classroom
and half in actual hands-on exercise is key to me. My team comes away from the event inspired and
knowledgeable on how to implement TPM back in the plant.
Walter Miller, former Operations Excellence Coach, Cummins, Inc.
For full event agenda and to download the brochure, visit our website www.productivityinc.com.
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LEAN IN LABORATORIES
Keeping your Lab in motion!
With these two upcoming live, virtual events, learn how the Lean fundamentals and the Lean mindset
apply to reduce lead time, eliminate quality issues and therefore expedite the batch release process.
The results: a 50 to 90% performance improvement plus an energized Visual Laboratory workplace.

Why is Lean important in lab environments?

2022
These programs
will be online.

Because a laboratory is involved at each step of the Value Stream—incoming materials and goods, work-inprocess, and (semi) finished products, delays and errors have a negative impact on the entire organization.
Therefore speed, reliability and quality, i.e. lab efficiency, have a direct impact on overall organizational
efficiency, as well as costs and the ability to meet customer demand.
Furthermore, specialized skills needed in the laboratory make it specially devastating for the organization
when individual technicians leave due to an efficient stressful process and environment.
The Lean Lab concepts apply to all laboratories including Production Labs, Quality Control,
Quality Assurance and R&D.

[1] The Lean Lab: Improving Efficiencies and Effectiveness
A live 6-hour virtual seminar • Watch our website for 2022 dates
In this session you will learn which Lean techniques work in the lab and how they are applied
to foster teamwork, empower employees, speed response time, improve capacity, increase
flexibility and more.
We will share our practical experiences with Operational Excellence in Laboratories acquired in
a variety of environments. We will illustrate how to alleviate inefficiencies with a well-balanced
Lean approach, and the power of a comprehensive and vision-oriented management system
based on trust, empowerment, and teamwork.

[2] Lean in Laboratories
A 5-day live-online certificate program • June 6-10, 2022
The Lean Laboratory certificate program is a 5-day fully-accredited program designed to start
you on the path to continuous improvement in your lab! Learn how to manage flows, eliminate
backlogs, rework, and other inefficiencies while improving service to production, supply chain
and customers and increasing employee satisfaction.

BENEFITS OF ATTENDING
You will understand how these principles apply to your laboratory processes and how you can
develop your “leadership legacy” through the implementation of these Lean approaches.
Upon completion of this 5-day program, you will be awarded the Lean Laboratory Improvement
Certificate and earn 4 Continuing Education Units from The Ohio State University.

Register for our 6-hour virtual overview and receive a credit when you register
for our Lean Labs Certificate Program! Discounts are available for team registrations.
Visit our website to read a full description of these two programs and to register.

Productivity Inc.
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Watch our website for information on
these new events coming soon.
TPM WEEK
A 3½ day live/virtual learning session dedicated to equipment and process reliability.
From establishing the maintenance value stream to understanding losses, leaders must do
whatever they can to get the most from their equipment, processes and people. This program
delves into the tools, techniques and social constructs that keep your equipment up and
running. The event will include practical lessons taught by experienced TPM consultants and
guest speakers, who have been in the trenches leading and implementing TPM. Watch for
complete details coming soon.

3P: PRODUCTION PREPARATION PROCESS
3P is all about rapidly designing product and production processes to ensure RFT capability,
zero defects, reliability, and flow-takt-pull. From beginning to end, 3P is an exercise in radical,
revolutionary idea generation, project management, and waste elimination. It can also be used
to redesign processes for current products. This program will teach the 3P methodology and
how it can be used to make quantum leap improvements in your organization.

BUSINESS MODEL MAPPING
Simply put, a company’s business model outlines how the company plans to operate, compete,
and generate revenue. Can you draw your current state business model? Central to sustaining
a continuous improvement and/or an innovation strategy is the front-end process of ensuring
your current Business Model aligns with your business improvement and growth aspirations.
This session explores the business model map and its key components.

MOBILIZING THE ORGANIZATION FOR INNOVATION
Next generation business improvement and growth will be all about building your own
innovation ecosystem. What’s an innovation ecosystem? A work environment comprised
of tightly integrated technical processes and leadership routines working in harmony to
drive business growth throughout the entire enterprise. This session explores the elements
of the innovation ecosystem and how it creates the internal capabilities to perpetually drive
business growth.
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